
MISSION STATEMENT VIRGIN MOBILE

Smart disruption is in our DNA â€“ and we've made sure this is captured in our purpose. Virgin Group's purpose is
changing business for good. This means.

A year later, it launched the UK's first equity-based crowdfunding accelerator programme, Crowdboost. The
Group also runs over National Health Service NHS services in the United Kingdom and the healthcare
division of medical services group Assura after entering the British healthcare industry in  Our behaviours
Supportive: We are a family of friendly and inclusive people who pull together and openly help each other.
Having a clearly articulated and measurable purpose in every Virgin business â€” so that it drives decisions
and fuels success, resulting in a positive impact on our customers, people and communities, and the
environment. Creative: We find smart ways to make positive changes that challenge the status quo. According
to Richard Branson in interviews and on the Virgin website, the more recent signature logo was based on one
that a designer scribbled on a napkin after a design meeting. Proud: We have fun, work productively and take
pride in everything we do. Passionate: We are flexible, energetic and strive to exceed expectations.
Embedding our purpose principles and values in all existing and new business investments. Adventurous: We
are curious to explore new ideas, find innovative solutions and not afraid to learn as we go. Rising to
challenges and pioneering systemic change beyond the Virgin Group, through Richard Branson's profile as a
global business leader and advocacy work. In mid-May , the Virgin Group expressed its intention to seek out
opportunities in Australia's healthcare industry to consolidate on the Group's Australian fitness centres.
Foodpreneur[ edit ] In , Branson and Virgin StartUp launched the "Foodpreneur" food and drink focused
start-up competition. Respectful: We are a dedicated team who are honest, trustworthy and responsible. This
means: Thinking about the long-term impact of the business decisions that we make today. Find out more
about:. They considered themselves virgins in business. Today, young people need that same help and I
believe Virgin StartUp will provide it â€” with access to early capital, strong mentorship, advice and
promotion. In , it was awarded European Regional Development Funding [12] and subsequently launched
Ready, Steady, Grow with Virgin StartUp, a programme of support aimed at start-ups that were ready to grow.
Image from Virgin. In , winners were given the opportunity to pitch Target Corporation buyers in the US.
Winners received mentorship from Branson, legal support, and brand counseling.


